
TOW SECURE
BREAK-AWAY KIT

A ‘break-away’ system is compulsory on all trailers over 2,000kg GTM. Each state/
territory has their own rules regarding their towing legalities. For example, all trailers 
registered in NSW are required to have a brake battery monitor fitted. This brake 
battery monitor needs to be visible from the driver’s seat. Coast recommends 
contacting your local roads and traffic authority regarding your state’s towing legalities.

FEATURES

  Automatically applies the trailer brakes and the trailer stop lights in the unlikely event 
    that the trailer separates from the tow vehicle.

  Kit Includes: Control Module, Wireless Receiver, Switch and Charger. 

  Automatically performs a self test every time the tow vehicle’s engine is started.

  Whilst towing, an automatic battery test is performed every 30 minutes.

  Features LED lights and audible sounds as alerts and can be paired with more than 
   one Wireless Receiver.
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DISTRIBUTED IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND BY: DEALER / SUPPLIER

TOW SECURE TS2000 BREAKAWAY CONTROL + HARNESS WITH TEKONSHA SWITCH

350-01406
The TS2000 uses the battery in your RV as its source of energy storage meaning that without an internal battery it is nice 
and compact. It features a 5m wiring harness to connect to the RVs battery which it will not draw power from while on 
standby.
 
It has a wireless receiver which is housed on the 
dash so that the driver can monitor the battery 
status via LED and audible alarms. The control 
module performs a ‘self-test’ every time the tow 
vehicles’ engine is started to ensure everything is 
operable and whilst towing. The control module 
can be paired with multiple wireless receivers – 
this may be required if the same trailer is towed by 
different vehicles.

• Reduced size thanks to no internal battery
• No power draw while on standby 
• 5m Wiring Harness 
• Power indicating LED 

TOW SECURE TS1500 BREAKAWAY CONTROL  
+ HARNESS WITH TEKONSHA SWITCH

350-01408
The Tow Secure TS1500 automatically applies the trailer 
brakes and the trailer stop lights in the event that the trailer 
separates from the tow vehicle. 
The direct replacement for the TS1000, the TS1500 has 
updated electronics so that there is no draw on the internal 
12v battery while on standby. This model is ideally suited for 
trailers that don’t typically have an onboard battery such as dog 
trailers, box trailers and horse floats. 

TOW SECURE 
CHARGER  
ONLY

350-01500

TOW SECURE  
RECEIVER  
ONLY

350-01502


